
Welcome to Put it on the Bias
Outline for the Class -- Beginners and Beyond

 

Lesson 1. Introduction to the Bias Grainline
Lesson 2. How to prepare your pattern pieces
Lesson 3. How to layout and cut out the fabric (Three separate videos for a variety of fabrics)
Lesson 4. How to match easy stripes (Part 2-How to match directional stripes)
Lesson 5. How to sew seams (Four separate videos for matching stripes and variety of fabrics)
Lesson 6. How to adjust for fit (Part 2-How to adjust the flare at the hem)
Lesson 7. How to finish and press seams
Lesson 8. How to insert a zipper (Part 2-How to put in a zipper while matching stripes)
Lesson 9. How to construct a waistline facing
Lesson 10. How to finish the waistline with a facing
Lesson 11. How to tame a stretched out waistline (Part 2-How to finish waistline with a lining)
Lesson 12. How to mark a hem
Lesson 13. How to do an easy elastic waistline using the serger
Lesson 14. How to finish the hem (Five separate videos--Leave it raw, decorative hem on the serger,
  faced hem, faced blind hem and narrow hem)

Join me as I take you step-by-step through the process of making 
a bias 4-gore skirt.  This class covers it all.  From preparing your 
pattern to fitting your skirt to five different hem techniques.  I will 
be working with a variety of fabrics.  I’ll illustrate how to work with 
fabrics that are easy to cut out and sew -- soft denim, linen and knit.  
Then I’ll give you tips on working with more challenging fabrics as 
I create a lining.  Learn how to make matching stripes a snap when 
you’re cutting out the pieces and inserting a zipper.  See how easy 
it is to draft a custom facing to finish the waistline.  You’ll also have 
the opportunity to see what happens when things don’t go exactly 
as planned!
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